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Research on advanced-technology airfoils for general
aviation applications has received considerable attention over
the past decade at the NASA Langley Research Center• The initial
emphasis in this research program was on the design and testing
of turbulent-flow airfoils with the basic objective of producing
a series of airfoils which had the following performance
requirements: low cruise drag, high climb lift-drag ratios, high
maximum lift, and predictable, docile stall behavior• A summary
of this work is presented in reference i. While these airfoils
did achieve improved climb performance and higher maximum lift
coefficients compared to the earlier NACA four- and five-digit
airfoils, the cruise drag coefficients were about the same.
Accordingly, the emphasis in the research program has been
shifted toward natural-laminar-flow (NLF) airfoils in an attempt
to obtain lower cruise drag coefficients while retaining the high
maximum lift coefficients of the NASA airfoils• Reference 2
reports the results of a recent NLF airfoil designed for 0.40c
laminar flow on the upper surface and 0.60c on the lower
surface. (NLF(1)-0215F).
The present investigation was conducted to determine the
low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 14-percent-thick NLF
airfoil designed for 0.70c laminar flow on both surfaces, a lift
coefficient of 0 40, a Reynolds number of i0.0x106• , and a Mach
number of 0.40. This airfoil is designated as NLF(1)-0414F. The






























section pitching-moment coefficient about quarter-
chord point
- Cp (x/c - 0.25) d + Cp
section normal force coefficient,
vertical distance in wake profile, in.
free-stream Mach number
static pressure, ib/ft 2
dynamic pressure, Ib/ft 2





angle of attack, deg
flap deflection, positive downward, deg
Subscripts:





NLF natural laminar flow
LTPT Langley Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel
AIRFOIL DESIGNATION
A sketch of the section shape for the 14-percent-thick NLF
airfoil is shown in figure i. The airfoil is designated in the form
NLF(1)-0414F. NLF(1) indicates natural laminar flow (first airfoil).
The next two digits designate the airfoil design lift coefficient in
tenths (0.40), and the last two digits designate the airfoil maximum
thickness in percent chord (14). The second "F" designates "flapped."
AIRFOIL DESIGN
The NLF airfoil was designed by Dr. Werner Pfenninger and
Mr. Jeffrey Viken under contract to the NASA Langley Research Center
(reference 3). The airfoil was designed for a c& = 0.40-0.45 at a
Reynolds number of 10xl0 b and M < 0.40 with a thickness of 0.143
chord. Theoretical development allowed for the achievement of 0.70
chord laminar flow on both surfaces by the use of accelerated flow
(figure 2). With such a rearward pressure recovery, a concave type
deceleration was implemented. This type of recovery efficiently re-
covers pressure by decelerating where the boundary layer has the most
energy, then continuously decreasing the gradient toward the trailing
edge. The airfoil leading-edge is moderately sharp representing a
compromise between a sharp nose needed for a wide low-drag c£ range
and a blunt nose for better C_max performance. A 0.125 chord
simple flap is incorporated to substantially increase the low-drag
c£-range by keeping the stagnation point at the leading edge at
different values of lift coefficients. The airfoil design coordinates
are presented in table I.
MODEL, APPARATUS, AND PROCEDURE
Model
The forward portion and 0.125 chord flap of the wind-tunnel model
were constructed of aluminum. The cruise flap was positioned behind
the forward portion of the model in a sealed radius region and
attached to the model mounting plates with bolts. Slotted cut-outs
were provided in the attachment plate to provide for various flap
deflections (-I0 ° to 12.5°). The location of the flap-hinge point was
x/c = 0.875, z/c = -0.015. The airfoil surface was sanded in the
chordwise direction with No. 500 dry silicon carbide paper to provide
a smooth aerodynamic finish. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the
model. The model had a chord of 36 inches and a span of 36 inches.
Upper- and lower-surface orifices were located on the model at the
chord stations listed in table II. All orifices were 0.020 inch in
diameter with their axes perpendicular to the local surface. The
model contour accuracy was generally within +0.003 inches as
determined by measurements. The model surface waviness was less than
1/3000 (height to length ratio) as measured by a 2-inch dial gage. In
order to obtain data on the airfoil in a high-lift configuration, a
0.20c split flap deflection 60 ° was installed on the model. The split
flap was constructed from aluminum and orifices were installed on this
flap as indicated in table II.
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Wind Tunnel
The Langley Low-Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (reference 4) is a
closed-throat, single-return tunnel which can be operated at stagna-
tion pressures from 1.0 to 10.0 atm. with tunnel-empty test-section
Mach numbers up to 0.46 and 0.22, respectively. The maximum Reynolds
number is about 15.0x106 per foot. The tunnel test section is 3 feet
wide and 7.5 feet high. The turbulence level in the test section of
the tunnel is less than 0.08 percent for unit Reynolds number below
about 6.0x106 per foot.
The model and support system are shown in figures 4 and 5. The
airfoil model is mounted between two endplates which are connected to
the inner drums. The inner drums are held in place by an outer drum
and yoke-arm support system. The yoke support system is mounted to a
force balance which is, in turn, connected to the tunnel through a
balance platform. The yoke arm is fabricated from aluminum in a
monocoque structure to minimize weight loads on the balance system.
For the present test the force balance was not used. The attitude of
the model is controlled by a motor-driven, externally-mounted pitch
mechanism that rotates the bearing-mounted inner drums. A multi-path
labyrinth seal is used to minimize air leakage from the test section
into the outer tunnel plenum. An electrical fouling indicator is
incorporated in the seal to detect any fouling at the seal components.
Wake Survey Rake
The wake survey rake (figure 6) was mounted on the tunnel survey
apparatus and located 0.60 chord behind the trailing-edge of the
airfoil. The rake contained seven total-pressure tubes 0.063 inches
in diameter which were flattened to 0.020 inch (internal height) for
0.25 inch from the tip of the tube. The rake is equipped with both
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standard and disc-type static pressure probes. The standard probes
were used to measure the static pressure in the wake for the present
test. The static probes were 0.125 inches in diameter with eight
flush orifices (0.018 inches in diameter) drilled 45 ° apart and
located 8 tube diameters from the tip of the probe. The rake also
contained two claw-type flow-angularity probes, which consisted of two
open-ended probes inclined 90 ° with respect to each other. These
probes were used to obtain the mean flow direction of the wake.
Survey Apparatus
The wake rake was positioned at various spanwise stations behind
the model by means of the remote-controlled survey apparatus (figure
7). The apparatus basically consists of an articulating arm mounted
on an arc strut. Movement of the arm enables the wake surveys to be
made for various angles of attack.
The arm is comprised of three movable components; a main boom, an
offset boom, and a forward pivoting head. Each component has a posi-
tion control device. The main boom is mounted on the strut with a
pivot point allowing rotation in the vertical plane. Its motion is
controlled by the linear actuator. The offset boom can be rotated
about the main boom by the roll actuator. This allows survey posi-
tions to be made at distances up to 12 inches from the tunnel center-
line. The forward pivoting head is mounted at the end of the offset
boom and may be rotated in the vertical plane by the (internally
mounted) pitch adjustment mechanism. Figure 7 shows the survey
apparatus with the wake rake mounted on the forward pivoting head
assembly. In addition, the entire apparatus can be positioned
vertically in the wind tunnel by utilizing the movable strut which
moves within the confines of fixed leading- and trailing-edge
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fairings. Positioning and rate of movement of the rake is controlled
by a microprocessor controller. In general, wake surveys using this
apparatus provided good drag results with a survey rate of about 0.10
inch/sec or less.
INSTRUMENTATION
Measurements of static pressures on the model surfaces and
wake-rake pressures were made using variable-capacitance precision
transducers. These transducers were automatically calibrated to an
accuracy of +0.25 percent of reading from -25 percent to 100 percent
m
of full scale reading. An automatic pressure-scanning system was used
to record the static pressures on the model. Basic tunnel pressures
were measured with precision quartz manometers. Geometric
angle of attack was measured by a calibrated digitial shaft encoder
driven by a pinion gear and rack attached to the inner drum of the
model support system. Data were obtained by a high-speed
data-acquisition system and were recorded on magnetic tape. Real-time
data plots were displayed on cathode-ray tubes with hard-copy
capability.
TESTS AND METHODS
The model was tested at Reynolds numbers based on air£oil chord
from approximatey 3.0x106 to 10.0x106. Additional drag data were
obtained up to a Reynolds number of about 22.0x106 at design lift
coefficient. The Mach number was varied from about 0.05 to 0.40. The
model was tested both smooth (transition free) and with transition
fixed by roughness located at 0.01c and 0.075c on both surfaces. The
granular roughness was sparsely distributed along the 0.10-inch wide
strips which were applied to the model with lacquer. Also, for
several runs turbulator tape was placed at 0.68c on both surfaces to
eliminate laminar separation bubbles that occurred at low Reynolds
number s.
For several test runs, thin hot-film gages were mounted on the
model upper surface to determine the location of the boundary-layer
transition from laminar to turbulent. These results are shown in
figure 8.
The static-pressure measurements at the model surface were
reduced to standard pressure coefficients and numerically integrated
to obtain section normal-force and chord-force coefficients and
section pitching-moment coefficients about the quarter-chord point.
Section profile-drag coefficients were computed from the wake-rake
total and static pressures by the method of reference 5.
Standard low-speed wind-tunnel boundary corrections (reference
5), have been applied to the section data. Corrections were applied
to the free-stream dynamic pressure due to solid and wake blockage and
to lift, pitching-moment, and angle of attack due to the effects of
flow and ceiling constraint on streamline curvature. No blockage
corrections have been applied to the pressure coefficient data. The
magnitude of these corrections for the NLF(1)-0414F airfoil are:
acorrecte d = _ + 0.30 (c£ + 4 cm)
c = c [0 95 - 0 20 c d]
£corrected £ " "
Cmcorrected = c m [0.98 - 0.20 c d] + 0.0083 c£




The results of this investigation have been reduced to
coefficient form and are tabulated in Appendix A and B.
results are presented in the following figures:
Selected
Figure
Effect of Reynolds number on section characteristics; model smooth;
M < 0.12; 6f = 0 ° 9• • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •
Effect of Mach number on section characteristics; model smooth;
R = 10xl0 _
_f = 0 ° i0• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Effect of roughness on section characteristics; M < 0.12;
6 = 0 ° -- ii
f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Effect of turbulator tape on section characteristics; M < 0.20;
6 = 0 ° -- 12
f • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • •
Effect of flap deflection on section characteristics; model smooth;
M < 0.12 ........................... 13
SectTon characteristics for 0.20c split flap deflected 60°;
model smooth; M < 0.15 .................... 14
Effect of angle-of-attack and Reynolds number on chordwise
pressure distributions. M < 0.12; 6f = 0°; model smooth . . . 15
Effect of angle-of-attack on chordwise pressure distributions for
a Mach number of 0.30. R = 10x106; 6f = 0°; model smooth• . . 16
Effect of turbulator tape on chordwise pressure distributions.
M = 0.15; R = 3.0xl0b; 6f = 0 ° ............... 17
Effect of flap deflection and Reynolds number on chordwise pressure
distributions; M < 0.12; model smooth ............ 18
Effect of angle-of-_ttack on chordwise pressure distrib_tions'for
0.20c split flap deflected 60 °. M = 0.07; R = 6.0x10 _;
model smooth ......................... 19
Variation of drag coefficient with Reynolds number for NLF(1)-0414F
airfoil at a = -i deg; model smooth; M < 0.14; _f = 0 ° .... 20
Variation of maximum lift coefficient with Reynolds number for
NLF(1)-0414F airfoil; M < 0.12; _f = 0 ° ............ 21
Variation of maximum lift coefficient with Mach number for
NLF(1)-0414F airfoil; model smooth; R = 10x106; 6f = 0 ° • • • 22
Variation of maximum lift coefficient with Reynolds number for flap
deflections of 0 ° and i0 ° for NLF(1)-0414F airfoil. M < 0.12;
model smooth ......................... 23
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
The following results were determined from this investigation:
• Natural laminar flow was achieved on both surfaces back to
0.70 chord at design conditions and a drag coefficient of
0.0027 was measured.
o A wide low-drag lift-coefficient range (c£ = 0.0 to 0.81)
was achieved by deflecting a 0.125 chord trailing-edge flap.
A lift-drag ratio of 245 was measured at a lift-coefficient
of 0.81 and a Reynelds number of I0.0x10 b.
• A maximum lift coefficient of about 1.80 was obtained for the
basic airfoil and about 2.70 with a 0.20 chord split-flap
deflected 60 ° .
4. Stall characteristics were of the trailing-edge type.
. Increasing the Mach number from 0.12 to 0.30 at a constant
Reynolds number of about 10.0xl0 b decreased the maximum lift
coefficient about 0.25.
. The application of a roughness strip near the leading-edge of
the airfoil decreased the maximum lift coefficient only about
0.04.
. Application of tape turbulators decreased the drag
coefficient about 0.0010 at a lift coefficient of 0.40 and a
Reynolds number of 3.0x10 _ by eliminating laminar separation
bubbles on the airfoil•
. When transition moved forward (outside of low drag bucket) on
the airfoil, trailng-edge separation occurred resulting in
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TABLE 1[. - NLF(Z} - 0414F AIRFOIL COORDTNATE_J (DELTA _F " 0 DFG,}
UPPER SUI_FACE (CHORO ,, 36 INCHFS)
XlC Z/C 'tic ZtC
• 000000 ,000000 ,4_6_T ,OBtSO7
• 000085 ,001585 ,_0415q ,080794
,O00_q9 ,003274 ,_21931 .O?q8q3
°001231 .00714; ,53q641 .O?BTTq
.OOZbq5 ,010618 ,557254 ,077489
°O04q8q .014163 .57474Z °OT_qBR
.008005 ,017_52 o5q2064 °0?4285
• 011774 ,02076q obOql?? ,0?_377
,016268 ,023816 ,6_6040 ,070245
°021468 ,0267q5 ,54262q °06?qo0
,027356 ,029735 .65_q_ .065348
.0338q1 .032633 ,67_q_6 .0b7510
,04104Z ,0354B0 ,6905q6 ,059376
•048811 .0_8317 .705860 ,O_BBq
,0_7201 ,041092 .?_0751 ,051q44
o066189 ,043825 ,735_02 ,0474q_
,075767 o046482 ,750058 °042542
o085q15 ,O_qO?O ,7_4q_5 ,0_T208
•096610 ,051588 .779Q_1 ,031604
,|078_6 ,054033 o7q5034 °076178
°119545 ,05639B ,"I01_ .020?50
,131756 ,0586q2 .825170 ,01_4_3
•144443 ,O60qI? ,840076 ,010454
.157592 .063092 .854603 ,00_783
• 171193 ,065206 ,868_50 ,001467
• 185212 ,067240 ,882_P -.002475
,199628 .069172 oBO6006 -,00b044
• 2144%7 ,07100q ,q086_4 -,00q257
• 2296_7 .072735 .qzo65q -,012161
,245187 ,0743_q .031q80 -,01473o
,2_$05_ ,075830 ,042_Ii -,017008
• _??_33 ,077161 ,q52_00 -.Ol_qq4
.293699 ,078380 ,q61047 -,020722
.310424 ,079454 ,q69034 -.022206
•_?_ql .0_0360 .q7615_ -.0236_6
• 344571 ,081151 ,q8_?O -.0244q2
,_61q25 ,081781 ,qR7660 -,025333
,37q421 ,0822_0 ,Oq2071 -,026006
• 3q7052 ,082536 ,q95_55 -.026519
,414B12 ,082677 ,qOTqS_ -,02687_
,432667 ,082533 ,qq94qO -,027057




TABLE Z, (CONTINUED) - NLF(1) - 0414F ATRFOTL CODR_TNATE$ [DELTA r • 0 DEG,)
LOWER SURFACE (CHORD • 36 INCHES)
XlC ZIC XtC ZlC
• 000000 ,000000 .473222 -,059785
• 000085 -,001535 ,492310 -,o_qqso
,000164 -.002120 °51140? -,060012
• 000740 -,004536 ,530430 -,059979
,002095 -,006984 ,549361 -,059792
,004174 -,009008 .568160 -,059456
• 007129 -,010993 *_86782 -,058982
•010874 -.012933 ,605204 -,058340
.015540 -,014882 ,623397 -.057533
• 021096 -.016854 ,641303 -,056524
• 027380 -,0187_7 ,658920 -,055246
,034569 -,020742 ,67676_ -.053698
• 042393 -.022654 .693229 -.051845
• o_oq8_ -,024_72 ,709795 -,049388
• 060274 -,026487 ,726433 -,046065
,070243 -,028383 .743743 -,042296
,080881 -,030259 ,761662 -.03_50
o097159 -,032116 .??qS_O -,03_9ql
• 104058 -,033945 ,797188 -o033529
.116557 -,035741 ,814513 -,031444
•129635 -,037497 ,831368 -,029735
,143277 -,039212 ,R47719 -,028310
,157457 -,040888 .Bh3493 -.027230
• 172148 -,042_21 ,878523 -.0264_0
• 187328 -.044107 ,892802 -.025925
• ?02969 -,0_5646 .906336 -,025641
,219043 -,047125 ,919043 -,025539
.Z35528 -,0_8542 .930841 -.025569
• 252387 -,049901 ,941715 -,025689
,2695R6 -.051189 ,951668 -.025861
,2870R7 -,052411 ,Q60696 -.026061
• 304866 -,053561 ,968804 -,026275
.322901 -,054635 .9_5906 -.0264R3
,341156 -,055635 ,982_66 -.026675
• 359611 -.056539 ,a87613 -,026858
• 378260 -.057344 ,992033 -,0_?036
,39707_ -,058052 ,995503 -,027211
• 416017 -,058658 ,qq7qq4 -,027367
,435049 -,059142 ,999497 -.027475






_%BLE II - MODEL ORIFICE LOCATI(]qS
UPPER SURFACE c = 36 INCHES

























































































































































DELTA F = -5.0 DEGS.
32 .8992 .0877 -.0049
33 .9500 .0752 -.0120
34 .9703 .0833 -.0141
DELT_ F = 5.0 DEGS.
32 •9006 I .0877 -.0093
33 .9494 I .0752 -.025134 .9690 •0833 -.0306
DELTA F = i0.0 DEGS.
32 •9010 1 •0877 -•0115
33 .9483 [ .0752 -.031534 •9673 •0833 -.0388
DELTA F = 12.5 DEGS.
32 .9012 I .0877 -•0127
33 .9475 I •0752 -.034734 .9662 .0833 -.0428





_%BLE II CONTIt_JED - MODEL CRIFICE LOCATIONS























































































DELTA F = -5.0 DEGS.
132 .9008 •0877 -. 0235
133 •9506 .0750 -. 0192
134 .9706 •0833 -. 0180
DELTA F = 5.0 DEGS.
132 •8990 .0877 -. 0279
133 •9488 .0750 -.0323
134 .9687 .0833 -.0345



































This appendix contains a computer listing of the section
characteristics for the NASA NLF(1)-0414F airfoil section. Standard
low-speed wind-tunnel boundary conditions have been applied to the
data.
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APPrN01X _,- SECTIr)N CHAPACTEQISTIC- _


























































• 062 .0058 -,Or01










































APPENDIX A,- SFCTION CNAPACTffPI,_TICS




• 1S_ .0052 -.0?13
• _1_ .00_7 -,073_
.78_ ,00_8 -.0754
• 384 ,0038 -,0767
._34 ,0038 -.0796
,_gQ .0040 -,0_I0




































































































APPENDIX A,- %FCTInN CuARACTFRISTICS





















































































ADP_Nr_TY _,- _FCTIqN CHARACTERISTICS
R • Q,_ WILLIOH M • 0.40 DELTA F = 0 OEG,
LIFT DRAG
COEC_TCTFNT COFFPICIENT
P I TCHING-MI]MEN T
COEFrlrIENT
-_.04 .174 .0055 -.077_
-2o57 .241 .0051 -.07q4
-?,01 ,qO_ ,0037 -o0816
-,q7 ,634 ,0030 -,0848
-,46 ,_qA ,0030 -,0863
.Oq ,560 .OOFQ -.0873
1.13 ,67G ,0076 -.087R
_,64 ,TZ_ .0087 -.OB80
_,I_ .777 ,OOP8 -.0878
_,2_ ,_7F ,0104 -,085Z
4,17 ,o53 ,011P -.081g
_,16 1.037 ,0142 -,0773




































A_PENDIX A.- SFCTIn_! CHAPACTFRISTICS





































,61; _ ,0064 -, O'F90















APPFNnIW A,- KECTIqN CHARACTERISTICS




















-3.03 ,1_3 .00_2 -.0713
-_.94 .?1_ .O04q -.07_7
-_.00 .761 .003_ -.0747
-l.4q .339 .00_3 -.O?bO
-I,_4 ,_6_ ,0031 -,0763
-.q? .39f .00_I -,0770
-,97 ._q8 .0031 -.077Z
-,71 .427 .0031 -.0778
-.4K ,454 .0034 -.0782
.Oq .507 .00_2 -.0793
.57 .560 ,0058 -.0799






















APPrNDTX A,- _FCTInN CHaRaCTERISTICS





















• 522 ,0043 -,0814
,575 ,0056 -,0819










• 742 **** -,0556
,750 **** -,0_19



























6PPFNDIX A.- SECTIn_! CHARA_TFRISTICS































































































































A_PFNf)IX A.- SECTXf)N CHARACT_QISTICS











































APPENDIX _,- SECTTrJN CHAPACTEQISTICS
33,_4 R • 8.1 MTLLInN M - O.Oq DELTA F • 5 DFG.
lIFT D@AG PI ICN ING-MOMENT





























APaENnTX A.- SECTTrlN CHAPACTERI._TICS
35_ R - 10.1MTLLION M • 0,1_ nFLTA F • 10 DEG,
LIFT DPAG PITCHING-MOMENT
CPErrICTrNT CNEFPICIENT COEFFICIENT
-_,I0 ._64 .0054 -.156,
-4.5o .423 .0051 -.15R5
-_.03 ,403 .0043 -,160q
-_,_2 ,55 = .0037 -,1633
-),9A .619 °0034 -,1655
-_,4q ,676 ,0031 -,1671
-_,46 ,_81 .003_ -,1674
-?,27 ,698 ,0031 -,1670
-1,aQ .??1 .0031 -,166fl
-1,q7 ,7_2 .0030 -,1659
-1,72 ,737 ,0030 -,163q
-_,49 ,75_ .0035 -,1634
-,g? .TqP .0065 -,1607
.11 .poO .0086 -.1581
1,1 _ ,086 ,0100 -,15_6
),18 1,07o .0110 -,1526
4,74 1,754 .0128 -,1458
6,26 1,?q8 *_** -.1355
8.26 1.518 **** -,124R
10.39 1.64q **** -,l13q
l_,3g 1.779 **** -,I088
13,&I I,_35 **** -,I066
14,46 1,"_3 **** -,1064
1_,44 1.qle **** -,1069
16.46 1,032 **** -,1014




APPEN_ITX _.- _;FCTIqN Ct-t6QAf'TF. PrSTIC_





-5.0_ .361 ,0056 -.15_7
-4,5n .421 .00_I -.I_80
-4.0_ ,4gO .O04Z -.1613
--_,_? ._4q ,0037 -.1631
-_.04 ._04 .0035 -.1640
-2._ ._64 ,00_ -.1650
-?.2_ .6q4 .0033 -,1656
-1.q7 .774 .003? -.1660
-1.71 .742 .0033 -.1643
-1.4q .759 .00_? -.1633
-1.48 .?SO .0033 -.1632
-.gO .Tq_ .0051 -.160A
-o41 .833 ,0077 -.1573




APPFNr_TX A.- _;FCTIrIN CHARACTERISTICS
41p42 R ,, _,I MII.LION _ - 0,07 OELTA _ • 10 DFG,
lifT r)QAG
CnFFFICTFNT CnFrFICT_NT
P ITCH ING-MOMFN T
CnEFFICIFNT
-5.06 .3E7 ,O05Q -, 1542
-4, 5_ ,41Q ,0052 -, 1572
-4,03 ,4_b ,0042 -,1605
-3,_? ,5_ ,00_8 -, 1624
-3,04 ,_07 ,0037 -,163g
-_.4_ ,_6q ,0037 -.1658
-2,00 ,737 ,00_7 -,1668
-1,4_ ,777 .0038 -,165q
-,q3 ._15 ,0030 -.1627
-,44 ,836 ,OOA2 -,1571
,07 ._5 ,OOP_ -,I_37
,_8 .Q04 ,OOq8 -.1517
1,14 ,o50 ,0108 -,1500
2,18 1,036 ,01_1 -.1468
3,16 1.114 ,0136 -,1430
4,_0 1.1P7 ,,e, -.137q
6,_ 1.320 $$** -,12_0
_,_2 1.457 **** -,1159
10,37 I,FQ4 **** -,lOR_
12,3_ lo71_ **** -,1036
14.47 1,83_ **** -,1030
1K.48 1,R76 **** -.103g
1&,_3 1,RQ8 **** -,1014
17.52 1.P78 **$* -,0Rg7




APPENDIX A.- KEKTInN CHARACTERISTICS


























































APpcNr)IX A,- qFCTION CN6RArTF_TSTICS





-5.1_ -,324 ,0064 -.0175
-4.0Q -.1Q8 .0060 -.0200
-_.0_ -,072 .0058 -.0277
-_,0_ ,034 °0054 -,0266
--1,_] ,OgB ,0067 -*0277
-1.04 .]_4 ,00_0 -.0_90
-.71 ,I_? ,0028 -,0_98
-,47 ,217 ,0027 -,0301
-.4_ ,_20 ,0027 -,0307
.06 .?TB ,0031 -.0319
,_7 .3_? ,0047 -,0327
1.11 ._93 ,0061 -.0345
_,I_ ,510 ,0067 -,0377
_.I = .676 .0075 -.0408
4.1_ ._35 ,OOP5 -,0430
5,27 ,_46 ,0098 -,0447
6.2_ ,Q4Q .OlOq -.0456
7,77 1.04_ .011o -.0457
P,30 1.377 **** -,0434
10.35 1.2q4 **** -.0392
12,47 1.434 **** -,0342
14.44 1,_0 **** -,0300
16.49 1,_qO **** -,03_0
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APPPNF)IX A,- SECTIC3N CNARACTFRTSTIC$





-_.06 -.28e .0061 .OZ06
-_,0 _ -.171 ,005? .0158
-T,51 -o)O_ .0055 o0146
-Io_ -,0_5 .00_3 o01_4
-.48 o002 ,0U37 .0131
-.2P .0_1 .0030 .OIZ7
.04 .nSq .0031 .OIZI
.30 .O_P .003_ .0114
._ .115 .nO_4 .0114
1.0" .17P .0041 .OOgZ
l._q ._3q ,O04q .0063
_.13 .306 ,00_7 .0034
3.12 .4_7 .0074 -.0015
4.1_ .=47 .0084 -.0057
_.Io .65q ,0093 -.0088
_.IQ ,767 .0103 -.0113
v.?5 .P?6 ,0114 -.0125
n._O .g71 **** -.0137
I0,3_ I.IFO **** -.0117
12.45 I,_18 **** -.0074
14,44 1,460 **** -.00%1
1A.44 I,_PA **** -,0066
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• 114 .0034 .0141
,18b .0038 ,0103
.241 ,0044 .OOb7
• 302 .005_ ,0033














AVPENnTX A,- SECTTQN C.HAPACTERTSTTCS





-3,0_ -,_1 ,0068 ,01Q9
-I,q7 -.1_1 ,00_4 ,0179
-.9_ -.050 .0045 .0168
-.51 -,00 TM .0036 ,017_
-,lq .0_ .0036 ,0160
,02 ,0_1 .0036 .0148
,54 .117 ,00_6 ,01_0
1,07 .175 .0036 ,0119
1. _q ,235 .0037 ,0110
, 10 , ?99 ,0044 .O05q
2.60 .366 ,0057 ,0003
_,13 ,430 ,0077 -,0040
4.14 .541 ,0098 -,0091
5.1Q ._8 .0116 -.0118
_._1 ,744 **** -.0121
7._ .8_7 **** -.01_0
_,_5 .936 **** -.0116
10,3_ I.OQ8 **** -,0083
12,3_ 1.261 **** -.0056
14,3Q 1,401 **** -.O01Q
16.47 1._1 **** -,0046
17.48 I._80 **** -.0091
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-4,07 1,331 **** -._177
-?.Sq t,557 **** -,324R
--.87 1,763 **** -,3262
,17 1.A_6 **** -,_261
t.27 1.o73 **** -.3_72
_.30 2,_7_ **** -,3265
_,27 2.172 **** -,3243
4.30 ?._73 **** -,3246
5.30 2._7q **** -,3293
6,_6 _.4_4 **** -.3_17
7.40 _,_1 **** -._?04
_.43 ?.655 **** -.3178
q,4_ Z,721 **** -,_108
q,QA 2.?34 *_** -,3034
10,47 2,708 **** -,Z916
11,50 _,605 **** -.E617
_?.49 2,554 **** -.Z443
1_,_o ?.507 **** -._300
14.50 _,47_ **** -,2_47
14.08 2.477 **** -,2267
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APPF. NDIX A.- SECTIr)N CHARACTFRI_TIC_




-4.07 .034 .n084 -.0704
-3.02 .156 .0080 -.0727
-2.00 .272 .00_i -.074g
-.q8 .387 .0084 -,0766
,03 .501 .0087 -.0786
l.Og .61q .OOq2 -.0803
2.14 .734 .0098 -.0816
3, 15 .840 .OlOg -. 087_
4,72 .g4_ .011 7 -.0823
5.23 I. 040 ,0127 -.0_I 5
8.31 1,781 **** -, 07_0
10.36 1.431 **** -..6_&
I_.4_ 1.571 **** -.0_o5
14.45 1.708 **** -._ql
15.47 1,759 **** -.0603
1A.47 1.7q_ **** -o0648
17,_6 1.806 **** -,0628
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-5,13 -. 07_ ,0090 -. 0670
-4,10 •028 •0087 -•0685
-3,0 1 .151 • 008 5 -.0717
-2, O0 •264 •0088 - •0731
-, g? •376 •ooq2 -.0747
,0_ .4gO •OOq8 -,0763
1,0_ •506 •0105 -e0773
1, I0 .601 •0105 -, 0779
2• 13 •712 •0111 -.OB03
3,18 .814 •0120 -.O?q_
4•__1 •gO0 •0135 -,077q
5,21 •978 •Ol 7% -, r}?_4
6.24 1 •053 ._,ww, -, 071
7,2n 1.136 W,..t,. -,06ql
8,30 1.20q .ww** -,_650
10.36 1 • 361 **WW. -. 0500
12.47 1 • _11 .*** -. o'_68
14,4? I .642 ***,t, -, 0561
15.45 1,6gO , w,,,t, -.0578
16,40 1.750 **** -,0617
17,46 I ,76q ***_ -,0633
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APPENDIX B
This appendix contains a computer listing of the pressure
coefficients for the NASA NLF(1)-0414F airfoil section. No




UPPERSURFACEc = 36 INCHES
DELTAF = 0.0 DEGS.
ORIFICE x/c y/c z/c
1 .0001 .0747 .0022
2 .0052 .0768 .0144
3 .0101 .0776 .0195
4 .0150 .0790 .0231
5 .0201 .0804 .0261
6 .0251 .0818 •0287
7 .0301 .0833 .0310
8 .0400 .0856 .0351
9 .0500 .0879 .0387
i0 .0600 .0902 .0420
ii .0751 .0952 .0463
12 .i000 .0891 .0524
13 .1500 .0798 .0619
14 .2000 .0703 .0693
15 .2500 .0809 .0749
16 .3000 .0915 .0789
17 .3500 .1008 .0814
18 .4000 .0909 .0826
19 .4500 .0754 .0825
20 • 5000 .0939 .0810
21 .5501 .0844 .0781
22 .6000 .0738 .0735
23 .6250 .0826 .0704
24 .6500 .0923 .0668
25 .6750 .0973 .0626
26 .7000 .0887 .0573
27 .7250 .0784 .0508
28 .7500 .0719 .0426
29 .7751 .0769 .0335
30 .8001 .0868 .0244
31 .8500 .0993 .0073
32 .9000 .0877 -. 0071
33 .9500 .0752 -.0185
34 .9700 .0833 -. 0224






























































[/3WERSURFACEC = 36 INCHES

































































































































DELTA F = 60.0 DEGS. (Split Flap)
135 .8083 .0833 -.0504
136 .8361 •0833 -.0985
137 .8639 .0833 -.1466
138 .8917 .0833 -.1947
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Figure 2. - Calculated pressure distribution for NLF(1)-O414F airfoil at design
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(a) R - 3.0 x 106.
Figure 12. - Effect of turbulator tape on section characteristics.
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Figure 15. - Effect of angle of attack and Reynolds number on
chordwlsa pressure distributions. Model smooth: M s 0.12:
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Figure 15. - Continued.
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_x,deg c_ c.,, c.,,,,.
0 -5.99 .054 .0057 -.0701
[] -1.87 .500 .0033 -.0763
-.94 .409 .0027 -.0790
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Figure 15. - Continued.
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0 1.14 .626 .0065 -.0810
[] 3.12 .837 .0084 -.0833
5.17 1.039 .0107 -.0832
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(c) R - 10.0 x 106. Continued.
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(cl R - I0,0 x I00. Concluded.









_x,deg c z c,, c,_
0 -&.06 .049 .0060 -.0727
[] -1.95 .308 .0036 -.0798
-.94 .427 .0029 -.0819
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(a) Low-lift range.
Figure 15. - Effect of angle of attack on chordwise pressure distributions
for a Mach number of 0.30. R - I0.0 x 106: 8f • 0°; model smooth.






_x,deg cz cd c,,_
0 1.09 .645 .0075 -.0850
[] 3.12 .862 .0096 -.0858
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Figure 16. - Continued.
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(c) High-lift range.
Figure 16. - Concluded.
.7 .8 .9 1.0
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a, deg c L c d c,,_
O -2.51 .225 .0041 -.0736
[] -.94 .403 .0041 -.0765
1.13 .637 .0044 -.0802
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Figure 17. - Effect of turbulator tape on chordwise pressure distributions.
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0 -4.56 .435 .0050 -.1572
[] -3.02 .615 .0050 -.1618
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la) 6f - +10 °. R - 3.0 x 106 .
Figure 18. - Effect of flap deflection and Reynolds number on chordwise
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(a) _f ° +100. R • 3.0 x 106. Continued.






a,deg c_ c 4 cm
0 10.37 1.532 **** -.0994
[] 1 4.44 1.765 **** -.0969
15.41 1.795 **** -.0867
/k 1 7.47 1.820 **** -.0836
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(a) ¢Yf • +10 °. R - 3.0 x 106. Concluded.
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O -1.97 .161 .0064 .0179
[] -.19 .025 .0036 .0160
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(b) _f - -1O°. R • 6.0 x 106.
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4.14 .541 .0098 -.0091
5.19 .648 .0116 -.0118
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(b) 6f . -I0 °. R - 6.0 x 106. Continued.
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et,deg c! c d
0 12.38 1.261 ****
[] 1 4.40 1.401 ****
16.47 1.531 ****
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(b} _f - -I0°o R - 6.0 x 106. Concluded.
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(c] _f - I0°. R • 6.0 x 106.
Figure 18. * Continued.
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0 1.14 .950 .0108
[] 4.20 1.187 ****
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_x,deg c_ c,t c,,
0 12.35 1.716 **** -.I036
[] 14.47 1.835 **** -. 1030
16.43 1.900 **** -. 1014
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(c) _f • 10°. R • 6.0 x 10 6. Concluded.
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0 -3.51 .641 .0039 -.1825
[] -1.96 .815 .0039 -.1858
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(d) _f - T2.5 °. R - 6.0 x 106.
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O 2.15 1.080 **** -.1573
[] 4.20 1.2,39 **** -. 1487
6.26 1.368 **** -. 1339
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(d) (If - 12.5 0. R - 6.0 x I0 6. Concluded,







(%,deg c I c,_ c_
0 -2.05 -. 171 .0057 -.01 58
[] -.22 .031 .0030 -.01 27
1.08 .178 .0041 -.0092
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0 3.12 .427 .0074 -.0015
[] 5.19 .659 .0093 -.0088
7.25 .876 .0114 -.0125
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(e) _f • -I0 °. R - 10.0 x 106. Continued.
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0 12.45 1.318 **** -.0074
[] 14.44 1.460 **** -.0041
16.44 1.586 **** -.0066
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0 -3.02 -.072 .0058 -.0227
D -.46 .220 .0027 -.0307
.06 .278 .0031 -.0319
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O 3.15 .626 .0075 -.0408
D 5.22 .846 .0098 -.0447
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If) 6f - -5 0. R - I0.0 x 106 . Continued.
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(f) 6f " -5 °. R - 10.0 x I0 6. Concluded.







a,deg c_ c a c,,,
0 -2.98 .398 .0039 -.1195
[] -1.74 .545 .0028 -.1239
-.91 .619 .0036 -.1231
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(g} 6( • 50 . R - 10.0 x 106.
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(g) _f - 5 °. R - 10.0 x fO6. Continued.
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O 1 2.44 1.685 **** -. 0846
[] 14.47 1.802 **** -.0833
16.46 1.869 **** -.0835
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(g) _f - 50 . R - I0.0 x 106. Concluded.
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0 -4.03 .493 .0043 -.1609
[] -1.72 .737 .0030 -.1639
-.92 .798 .0065 -.1607
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1.15 .986 .0100 -.1556
4.24 1.254 .0128 -.1458
6.26 1.398 **** -. 1355
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Figure 18. - Continued.
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[] 2.30 2.078 **** -.,3265
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(a) a less than 70 .
Figure t9,- Effect of angle of attack on chordwlse pressure
distributions for 0.20c split flap deflected 60 o. M - 0.07;
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0 7.40 2.561 ****
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